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Abstract
Transition-based dependency parsers are
often forced to make attachment decisions at a point when only partial information about the relevant graph configuration is available. In this paper, we describe a model that takes into account complete structures as they become available
to rescore the elements of a beam, combining the advantages of transition-based
and graph-based approaches. We also propose an efficient implementation that allows for the use of sophisticated features
and show that the completion model leads
to a substantial increase in accuracy. We
apply the new transition-based parser on typologically different languages such as English, Chinese, Czech, and German and report competitive labeled and unlabeled attachment scores.

1

Introduction

Background. A considerable amount of recent
research has gone into data-driven dependency
parsing, and interestingly throughout the continuous process of improvements, two classes of parsing algorithms have stayed at the centre of attention, the transition-based (Nivre, 2003) vs. the
graph-based approach (Eisner, 1996; McDonald
et al., 2005).1 The two approaches apply fundamentally different strategies to solve the task of
finding the optimal labeled dependency tree over
the words of an input sentence (where supervised
machine learning is used to estimate the scoring
parameters on a treebank).
The transition-based approach is based on the
conceptually (and cognitively) compelling idea
1

More references will be provided in sec. 2.

that machine learning, i.e., a model of linguistic experience, is used in exactly those situations
when there is an attachment choice in an otherwise deterministic incremental left-to-right parsing process. As a new word is processed, the
parser has to decide on one out of a small number of possible transitions (adding a dependency
arc pointing to the left or right and/or pushing or
popping a word on/from a stack representation).
Obviously, the learning can be based on the feature information available at a particular snapshot
in incremental processing, i.e., only surface information for the unparsed material to the right,
but full structural information for the parts of the
string already processed. For the completely processed parts, there are no principled limitations as
regards the types of structural configurations that
can be checked in feature functions.
The graph-based approach in contrast emphasizes the objective of exhaustive search over all
possible trees spanning the input words. Commonly, dynamic programming techniques are
used to decide on the optimal tree for each particular word span, considering all candidate splits
into subspans, successively building longer spans
in a bottom-up fashion (similar to chart-based
constituent parsing). Machine learning drives
the process of deciding among alternative candidate splits, i.e., feature information can draw
on full structural information for the entire material in the span under consideration. However,
due to the dynamic programming approach, the
features cannot use arbitrarily complex structural
configurations: otherwise the dynamic programming chart would have to be split into exponentially many special states. The typical feature
models are based on combinations of edges (so-
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called second-order factors) that closely follow
the bottom-up combination of subspans in the
parsing algorithm, i.e., the feature functions depend on the presence of two specific dependency
edges. Configurations not directly supported by
the bottom-up building of larger spans are more
cumbersome to integrate into the model (since the
combination algorithm has to be adjusted), in particular for third-order factors or higher.
Empirically, i.e., when applied in supervised
machine learning experiments based on existing
treebanks for various languages, both strategies
(and further refinements of them not mentioned
here) turn out roughly equal in their capability
of picking up most of the relevant patterns well;
some subtle strengths and weaknesses are complementary, such that stacking of two parsers representing both strategies yields the best results
(Nivre and McDonald, 2008): in training and application, one of the parsers is run on each sentence prior to the other, providing additional feature information for the other parser. Another successful technique to combine parsers is voting as
carried out by Sagae and Lavie (2006).
The present paper addresses the question if
and how a more integrated combination of the
strengths of the two strategies can be achieved
and implemented efficiently to warrant competitive results.
The main issue and solution strategy. In order to preserve the conceptual (and complexity)
advantages of the transition-based strategy, the
integrated algorithm we are looking for has to
be transition-based at the top level. The advantages of the graph-based approach – a more globally informed basis for the decision among different attachment options – have to be included
as part of the scoring procedure. As a prerequisite, our algorithm will require a memory for storing alternative analyses among which to choose.
This has been previously introduced in transitionbased approaches in the form of a beam (Johansson and Nugues, 2006): rather than representing
only the best-scoring history of transitions, the k
best-scoring alternative histories are kept around.
As we will indicate in the following, the mere
addition of beam search does not help overcome
a representational key issue of transition-based
parsing: in many situations, a transition-based
parser is forced to make an attachment decision

for a given input word at a point where no or only
partial information about the word’s own dependents (and further decendents) is available. Figure 1 illustrates such a case.

Figure 1: The left set of brackets indicates material
that has been processed or is under consideration; on
the right is the input, still to be processed. Access to information that is yet unavailable would help the parser
to decide on the correct transition.

Here, the parser has to decide whether to create an
edge between house and with or between bought
and with (which is technically achieved by first
popping house from the stack and then adding the
edge). At this time, no information about the object of with is available; with fails to provide what
we call a complete factor for the calculation of the
scores of the alternative transitions under consideration. In other words, the model cannot make
use of any evidence to distinguish between the
two examples in Figure 1, and it is bound to get
one of the two cases wrong.
Figure 2 illustrates the same case from the perspective of a graph-based parser.

Figure 2: A second order model as used in graph-based
parsers has access to the crucial information to build
the correct tree. In this case, the parser condsiders the
word friend (as opposed to garden, for instance) as it
introduces the bold-face edge.

Here, the combination of subspans is performed
at a point when their internal structure has been
finalized, i.e., the attachment of with (to bought
or house) is not decided until it is clear that friend
is the object of with; hence, the semantically important lexicalization of with’s object informs the
higher-level attachment decision through a socalled second order factor in the feature model.
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Given a suitable amount of training data, the
model can thus learn to make the correct decision. The dynamic-programming based graphbased parser is designed in such a way that any
score calculation is based on complete factors for
the subspans that are combined at this point.
Note that the problem for the transition-based
parser cannot be remedied by beam search alone.
If we were to keep the two options for attaching with around in a beam (say, with a slightly
higher score for attachment to house, but with
bought following narrowly behind), there would
be no point in the further processing of the sentence at which the choice could be corrected: the
transition-based parser still needs to make the decision that friend is attached to with, but this will
not lead the parser to reconsider the decision made
earlier on.
The strategy we describe in this paper applies
in this very type of situation: whenever information is added in the transition-based parsing
process, the scores of all the histories stored in
the beam are recalculated based on a scoring
model inspired by the graph-based parsing approach, i.e., taking complete factors into account
as they become incrementally available. As a consequence the beam is reordered, and hence, the
incorrect preference of an attachment of with to
house (based on incomplete factors) can later be
corrected as friend is processed and the complete
second-order factor becomes available.2
The integrated transition-based parsing strategy
has a number of advantages:
(1) We can integrate and investigate a number of
third order factors, without the need to implement
a more complex parsing model each time anew to
explore the properties of such distinct model.
(2) The parser with completion model maintains the favorable complexity of transition-based
parsers.
(3) The completion model compensates for the
lower accuracy of cases when only incomplete information is available.
(4) The parser combines the two leading parsing paradigms in a single efficient parser without stacking the two approaches. Therefore the
2
Since search is not exhaustive, there is of course a slight
danger that the correct history drops out of the beam before
complete information becomes available. But as our experiments show, this does not seem to be a serious issue empirically.

parser requires only one training phase (without
jackknifing) and it uses only a single transitionbased decoder.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related work. In Section 3, we
introduce our transition-based parser and in Section 4 the completion model as well as the implementation of third order models. In Section 5,
we describe experiments and provide evaluation
results on selected data sets.

2

Related Work

Kudo and Matsumoto (2002) and Yamada and
Matsumoto (2003) carried over the idea for deterministic parsing by chunks from Abney (1991)
to dependency parsing. Nivre (2003) describes
in a more strict sense the first incremental parser
that tries to find the most appropriate dependency
tree by a sequence of local transitions. In order
to optimize the results towards a more globally
optimal solution, Johansson and Nugues (2006)
first applied beam search, which leads to a substantial improvment of the results (cf. also (Titov
and Henderson, 2007)). Zhang and Clark (2008)
augment the beam-search algorithm, adapting the
early update strategy of Collins and Roark (2004)
to dependency parsing. In this approach, the
parser stops and updates the model when the oracle transition sequence drops out of the beam.
In contrast to most other approaches, the training
procedure of Zhang and Clark (2008) takes the
complete transition sequence into account as it is
calculating the update. Zhang and Clark compare
aspects of transition-based and graph-based parsing, and end up using a transition-based parser
with a combined transition-based/second-order
graph-based scoring model (Zhang and Clark,
2008, 567), which is similar to the approach we
describe in this paper. However, their approach
does not involve beam rescoring as the partial
structures built by the transition-based parser are
subsequently augmented; hence, there are cases in
which our approach is able to differentiate based
on higher-order factors that go unnoticed by the
combined model of (Zhang and Clark, 2008, 567).
One step beyond the use of a beam is a dynamic
programming approach to carry out a full search
in the state space, cf. (Huang and Sagae, 2010;
Kuhlmann et al., 2011). However, in this case
one has to restrict the employed features to a set
which fits to the elements composed by the dy-
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namic programming approach. This is a trade-off
between an exhaustive search and a unrestricted
(rich) feature set and the question which provides
a higher accuracy is still an open research question, cf. (Kuhlmann et al., 2011).
Parsing of non-projective dependency trees is
an important feature for many languages. At
first most algorithms were restricted to projective dependency trees and used pseudo-projective
parsing (Kahane et al., 1998; Nivre and Nilsson,
2005). Later, additional transitions were introduced to handle non-projectivity (Attardi, 2006;
Nivre, 2009). The most common strategy uses
the swap transition (Nivre, 2009; Nivre et al.,
2009), an alternative solution uses two planes
and a switch transition to switch between the two
planes (Gómez-Rodrı́guez and Nivre, 2010).
Since we use the scoring model of a graphbased parser, we briefly review releated work
on graph-based parsing. The most well known
graph-based parser is the MST (maximum spanning tree) parser, cf. (McDonald et al., 2005; McDonald and Pereira, 2006). The idea of the MST
parser is to find the highest scoring tree in a graph
that contains all possible edges. Eisner (1996)
introduced a dynamic programming algorithm to
solve this problem efficiently. Carreras (2007) introduced the left-most and right-most grandchild
as factors. We use the factor model of Carreras
(2007) as starting point for our experiments, cf.
Section 4. We extend Carreras (2007) graphbased model with factors involving three edges
similar to that of Koo and Collins (2010).

3

Transition-based Parser with a Beam

This section specifies the transition-based beamsearch parser underlying the combined approach
more formally. Sec. 4 will discuss the graphbased scoring model that we are adding.
The input to the parser is a word string x,
the goal is to find the optimal set y of labeled
edges xi →l xj forming a dependency tree over x
∪{root}. We characterize the state of a transitionbased parser as πi =hσi , βi , yi , hi i, πi ∈ Π, the set
of possible states. σi is a stack of words from x
that are still under consideration; βi is the input
buffer, the suffix of x yet to be processed; yi the
set of labeled edges already assigned (a partial labeled dependency tree); hi is a sequence recording the history of transitions (from the set of operations Ω = {shift, left-arcl , right-arcl , reduce,

swap}) taken up to this point.
(1) The initial state π0 has an empty stack, the
input buffer is the full input string x, and the edge
set is empty. (2) The (partial) transition function
τ (πi , t) : Π x Ω → Π maps a state and an operation t to a new state πi+1 . (3) Final states πf are
characterized by an empty input buffer and stack;
no further transitions can be taken.
The transition function is informally defined as
follows: The shift transition removes the first element of the input buffer and pushes it to the stack.
The left-arcl transition adds an edge with label l
from the first word in the buffer to the word on
top of the stack, removes the top element from
the stack and pushes the first element of the input
buffer to the stack.
The right-arcl transition adds an edge from word
on top of the stack to the first word in the input
buffer and removes the top element of the input
buffer and pushes that element onto the stack.
The reduce transition pops the top word from the
stack.
The swap changes the order of the two top elements on the stack (possibly generating nonprojkective trees).
When more than one operation is applicable, a
scoring function assigns a numerical value (based
on a feature vector and a weight vector trained
by supervised machine learning) to each possible continuation. When using a beam search approach with beam size k, the highest-scoring k alternative states with the same length n of transition history h are kept in a set “beamn ”.
In the beam-based parsing algorithm (cf. the
pseudo code in Algorithm 1), all candidate states
for the next set “beamn+1 ” are determined using
the transition function τ , but based on the scoring function, only the best k are preserved. (Final) states to which no more transitions apply are
copied to the next state set. This means that once
all transition paths have reached a final state, the
overall best-scoring states can be read off the final “beamn ”. The y of the top-scoring state is the
predicted parse.
Under the plain transition-based scoring
regime scoreT , the score for a state π is the sum
of the “local” scores for the transitions ti in the
state’s history sequence:
scoreT (π) =
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P|h|

i=0

w · f (πi , ti )

up to this point, which is continuously augmented.
This means if at a given point n in the transition
// x is the input sentence, k is the beam size
path, complete information for a particular configσ0 = ∅, β0 = x, y0 = ∅, h = ∅
uration (e.g., a third-order factor involving a head,
π0 ← hσ0 , β0 , y0 , h0 i // initial parts of a state
beam0 ← {π0 } // create initial state
its dependent and its grand-child dependent) is
n ← 0 // iteration
unavailable, scoring will ignore this factor at time
repeat
n, but the configuration will inform the scoring
n←n+1
later on, maybe at point n + 4, when the complete
for all πj ∈ beamn−1 do
information for this factor has entered the partial
transitions ← possible-applicable-transition (πj )
graph yn+4 .
// if no transition is applicable keep state πj :
We present results for a number of different
if transitions = ∅ then beamn ← beamn ∪ {πj }
else for all ti ∈ transitions do
second-order and third-order feature models.

Algorithm 1: Transition-based parser

// apply the transition i to state j
π ← τ (πj , ti )
beamn ← beamn ∪ {π}
// end for
// end for
sort beamn due to the score(πj )
beamn ← sublist (beamn , 0, k)
until beamn−1 = beamn // beam changed?

w is the weight vector. Note that the features
f (πi , ti ) can take into account all structural and
labeling information available prior to taking transition ti , i.e., the graph built so far, the words (and
their part of speech etc.) on the stack and in the
input buffer, etc. But if a larger graph configuration involving the next word evolves only later,
as in Figure 1, this information is not taken into
account in scoring. For instance, if the feature
extraction uses the subcategorization frame of a
word under consideration to compute a score, it is
quite possible that some dependents are still missing and will only be attached in a future transition.

4

Second Order Factors. We start with the
model introduced by Carreras (2007). Figure 3
illustrates the factors used.

Figure 3: Model 2a. Second order factors of Carreras
(2007). We omit the right-headed cases, which are
mirror images. The model comprises a factoring into
one first order part and three second order factors (24): 1) The head (h) and the dependent (c); 2) the head,
the dependent and the left-most (or right-most) grandchild in between (cmi); 3) the head, the dependent and
the right-most (or left-most) grandchild away from the
head (cmo). 4) the head, the dependent and between
those words the right-most (or left-most) sibling (ci).

Completion Model

We define an augmented scoring function which
can be used in the same beam-search algorithm in
order to ensure that in the scoring of alternative
transition paths, larger configurations can be exploited as they are completed in the incremental
process. The feature configurations can be largely
taken from graph-based approaches. Here, spans
from the string are assembled in a bottom-up fashion, and the scoring for an edge can be based on
structurally completed subspans (“factors”).
Our completion model for scoring a state πn
incorporates factors for all configurations (matching the extraction scheme that is applied) that are
present in the partial dependency graph yn built

Figure 4: 2b. The left-most dependent of the head or
the right-most dependent in the right-headed case.

Figure 4 illustrates a new type of factor we use,
which includes the left-most dependent in the leftheaded case and symmetricaly the right-most sibling in the right-head case.
Third Order Factors. In addition to the second
order factors, we investigate combinations of third
order factors. Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the third
order factors, which are similar to the factors of
Koo and Collins (2010). They restrict the factor
to the innermost sibling pair for the tri-siblings
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and the outermost pair for the grand-siblings. We
use the first two siblings of the dependent from
the left side of the head for the tri-siblings and
the first two dependents of the child for the grandsiblings. With these factors, we aim to capture
non-projective edges and subcategorization information. Figure 7 illustrates a factor of a sequence
of four nodes. All the right headed variants are
symmetrically and left out for brevity.

Figure 5: 3a. The first two children of the head, which
do not include the edge between the head and the dependent.

Figure 6: 3b. The first two children of the dependent.

Figure 7: 3c. The right-most dependent of the rightmost dependent.

Integrated approach. To obtain an integrated
system for the various feature models, the scoring
function of the transition-based parser from Section 3 is augmented by a family of scoring functions scoreGm for the completion model, where m
is from 2a, 2b, 3a etc., x is the input string, and y
is the (partial) dependency tree built so far:
scoreTm (π) = scoreT (π) + scoreGm (x, y)
The scoring function of the completion model
depends on the selected factor model Gm . The
model G2a comprises the edge factoring of Figure 3. With this model, we obtain the following
scoring function.
P
scoreG2a (x, y) = (h,c)∈y w · ff irst (x,h,c)
P
+ (h,c,ci)∈y w · fsib (x,h,c,ci)
P
+ (h,c,cmo)∈y w · fgra (x,h,c,cmo)
P
+ (h,c,cmi)∈y w · fgra (x,h,c,cmi)

The function f maps the input sentence x, and
a subtree y defined by the indexes to a featurevector. Again, w is the corresponding weight vector. In order to add the factor of Figure 4 to our

model, we have to add the scoring function (2a)
the sum:
(2b) scoreG2b (x, y) = scoreG2a (x, y)
P
+ (h,c,cmi)∈y w · fgra (x,h,c,cmi)

In order to build a scoring function for combination of the factors shown in Figure 5 to 7, we
have to add to the equation 2b one or more of the
following sums:
(3a)

P

(3b)

P

w · fgra (x,h,c,cm1,cm2)

(3c)

P

w · fgra (x,h,c,cmo,tmo)

(h,c,ch1,ch2)∈y
(h,c,cm1,cm2)∈y
(h,c,cmo,tmo)∈y

w · fgra (x,h,c,ch1,ch2)

Feature Set. The feature set of the transition
model is similar to that of Zhang and Nivre
(2011). In addition, we use the cross product of
morphologic features between the head and the
dependent since we apply also the parser on morphologic rich languages.
The feature sets of the completion model described above are mostly based on previous work
(McDonald et al., 2005; McDonald and Pereira,
2006; Carreras, 2007; Koo and Collins, 2010).
The models denoted with + use all combinations
of words before and after the head, dependent,
sibling, grandchilrden, etc. These are respectively
three-, and four-grams for the first order and second order. The algorithm includes these features
only the words left and right do not overlap with
the factor (e.g. the head, dependent, etc.). We use
feature extraction procedure for second order, and
third order factors. Each feature extracted in this
procedure includes information about the position
of the nodes relative to the other nodes of the part
and a factor identifier.
Training. For the training of our parser, we use
a variant of the perceptron algorithm that uses the
Passive-Aggressive update function, cf. (Freund
and Schapire, 1998; Collins, 2002; Crammer et
al., 2006). The Passive-Aggressive perceptron
uses an aggressive update strategy by modifying
the weight vector by as much as needed to classify correctly the current example, cf. (Crammer
et al., 2006). We apply a random function (hash
function) to retrieve the weights from the weight
vector instead of a table. Bohnet (2010) showed
that the Hash Kernel improves parsing speed and
accuracy since the parser uses additionaly negative features. Ganchev and Dredze (2008) used
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this technique for structured prediction in NLP to
reduce the needed space, cf. (Shi et al., 2009).
We use as weight vector size 800 million. After
the training, we counted 65 millions non zero
weights for English (penn2malt), 83 for Czech
and 87 millions for German. The feature vectors
are the union of features originating from the
transition sequence of a sentence and the features
of the factors over all edges of a dependency tree
(e.g. G2a , etc.). To prevent over-fitting, we use
averaging to cope with this problem, cf. (Freund
and Schapire, 1998; Collins, 2002). We calculate
the error e as the sum of all attachment errors and
label errors both weighted by 0.5. We use the
following equations to compute the update.
loss: lt = e-(scoreT (xgt , ytg )-scoreT (xt , yt ))
PA-update: τt =

lt
||fg −fp ||2

We train the model to select the transitions and
the completion model together and therefore, we
use one parameter space. In order to compute the
weight vector, we employ standard online learning with 25 training iterations, and carry out early
updates, cf. Collins and Roark (2004; Zhang and
Clark (2008).
Efficient Implementation. Keeping the scoring
with the completion model tractable with millions
of feature weights and for second- and third-order
factors requires careful bookkeeping and a number of specialized techniques from recent work on
dependency parsing.
We use two variables to store the scores (a)
for complete factors and (b) for incomplete factors. The complete factors (first-order factors and
higher-order factors for which further augmentation is structurally excluded) need to be calculated
only once and can then be stored with the tree factors. The incomplete factors (higher-order factors
whose node elements may still receive additional
descendants) need to be dynamically recomputed
while the tree is built.
The parsing algorithm only has to compute the
scores of the factored model when the transitionbased parser selects a left-arc or right-arc transition and the beam has to be sorted. The parser
sorts the beam when it exceeds the maximal beam
size, in order to discard superfluous parses or
when the parsing algorithm terminates in order to

select the best parse tree. The complexity of the
transition-based parser is quadratic due to swap
operation in the worse case, which is rare, and
O(n) in the best case, cf. (Nivre, 2009). The
beam size B is constant. Hence, the complexity
is in the worst case O(n2 ).
The parsing time is to a large degree determined by the feature extraction, the score calculation and the implementation, cf. also (Goldberg
and Elhadad, 2010). The transition-based parser
is able to parse 30 sentences per second. The
parser with completion model processes about 5
sentences per second with a beam size of 80.
Note, we use a rich feature set, a completion
model with third order factors, negative features,
and a large beam. 3
We implemented the following optimizations:
(1) We use a parallel feature extraction for the
beam elements. Each process extracts the features, scores the possible transitions and computes
the score of the completion model. After the extension step, the beam is sorted and the best elements are selected according to the beam size.
(2) The calculation of each score is optimized (beyond the distinction of a static and a dynamic
component): We calculate for each location determined by the last element sl ∈ σi and the first
element of b0 ∈ βi a numeric feature representation. This is kept fix and we add only the numeric
value for each of the edge labels plus a value for
the transition left-arc or right-arc. In this way, we
create the features incrementally. This has some
similarity to Goldberg and Elhadad (2010).
(3) We apply edge filtering as it is used in graphbased dependency parsing, cf. (Johansson and
Nugues, 2008), i.e., we calculate the edge weights
only for the labels that were found for the part-ofspeech combination of the head and dependent in
the training data.

5

Parsing Experiments and Discussion

The results of different parsing systems are often hard to compare due to differences in phrase
structure to dependency conversions, corpus version, and experimental settings. For better comparison, we provide results on English for two
commonly used data sets, based on two different conversions of the Penn Treebank. The first
uses the Penn2Malt conversion based on the head3
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6 core, 3.33 Ghz Intel Nehalem

Training
Dev
Test

Section
2-21
24
23

Sentences
39.832
1.394
2.416

Parser
(McDonald et al., 2005)
(McDonald and Pereira, 2006)
(Huang and Sagae, 2010)
(Zhang and Nivre, 2011)
(Koo and Collins, 2010)
(Martins et al., 2010)
T (baseline)
G2a (baseline)
T2a
T2ab
T2ab3a
T2ab3b
T2ab3c
T2ab3abc+
G2a+
(Koo et al., 2008) †
(Carreras et al., 2008) †
(Suzuki et al., 2009) †

PoS Acc.
97.08
97.18
97.30

Table 1: Overview of the training, development and
test data split converted to dependency graphs with
head-finding rules of (Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003).
The last column shows the accuracy of Part-of-Speech
tags.

finding rules of Yamada and Matsumoto (2003).
Table 1 gives an overview of the properties of the
corpus. The annotation of the corpus does not
contain non-projective links. The training data
was 10-fold jackknifed with our own tagger.4 . Table 1 shows the tagging accuracy.
Table 2 lists the accuracy of our transitionbased parser with completion model together with
results from related work. All results use predicted PoS tags. As a baseline, we present in addition results without the completion model and
a graph-based parser with second order features
(G2a ). For the Graph-based parser, we used 10
training iterations. The following rows denoted
with Ta , T2a , T2ab , T2ab3a , T2ab3b , T2ab3bc , and
T2a3abc present the result for the parser with completion model. The subscript letters denote the
used factors of the completion model as shown
in Figure 3 to 7. The parsers with subscribed plus
(e.g. G2a+ ) in addition use feature templates that
contain one word left or right of the head, dependent, siblings, and grandchildren. We left those
feature in our previous models out as they may interfere with the second and third order factors. As
in previous work, we exclude punctuation marks
for the English data converted with Penn2Malt in
the evaluation, cf. (McDonald et al., 2005; Koo
and Collins, 2010; Zhang and Nivre, 2011).5 We
optimized the feature model of our parser on section 24 and used section 23 for evaluation. We use
a beam size of 80 for our transition-based parser
and 25 training iterations.
The second English data set was obtained by
using the LTH conversion schema as used in the
CoNLL Shared Task 2009, cf. (Hajič et al., 2009).
This corpus preserves the non-projectivity of the
phrase structure annotation, it has a rich edge
label set, and provides automatic assigned PoS
4

http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/
We follow Koo and Collins (2010) and ignore any token
whose POS tag is one of the following tokens ‘‘ ’’:,.
5

UAS
90.9
91.5
92.1
92.9
93.04
93.26
92.7
92.89
92.94
93.16
93.20
93.23
93.17
93.39
93.1
93.16
93.5
93.79

LAS

91.87
92.08
92.10
92.15
92.10
92.38

Table 2: English Attachment Scores for the
Penn2Malt conversion of the Penn Treebank for the
test set. Punctuation is excluded from the evaluation.
The results marked with † are not directly comparable
to our work as they depend on additional sources of
information (Brown Clusters).

tags. From the same data set, we selected the
corpora for Czech and German. In all cases, we
used the provided training, development, and test
data split, cf. (Hajič et al., 2009). In contrast
to the evaluation of the Penn2Malt conversion,
we include punctuation marks for these corpora
and follow in that the evaluation schema of the
CoNLL Shared Task 2009. Table 3 presents the
results as obtained for these data set.
The transition-based parser obtains higher accuracy scores for Czech but still lower scores for
English and German. For Czech, the result of T
is 1.59 percentage points higher than the top labeled score in the CoNLL shared task 2009. The
reason is that T includes already third order features that are needed to determine some edge labels. The transition-based parser with completion
model T2a has even 2.62 percentage points higher
accuracy and it could improve the results of the
parser T by additional 1.03 percentage points.
The results of the parser T are lower for English
and German compared to the results of the graphbased parser G2a . The completion model T2a can
reach a similar accuracy level for these two languages. The third order features let the transitionbased parser reach higher scores than the graphbased parser. The third order features contribute
for each language a relatively small improvement
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Parser
(Gesmundo
et al., 2009)†
(Bohnet, 2009)
T (Baseline)
G2a (Baseline)
T2a
T2ab
T2ab3a
T2ab3b
T2ab3abc
G2a+
T2ab3ab+

Eng.

Czech

German

6

88.79/89.88/89.52/92.10
90.14/92.36
90.20/92.55
90.26/92.56
90.20/90.51
90.26/92.57
90.31/92.58
90.39/92.8
90.36/92.66

80.38
80.11
81.97/87.26
81.13/87.65
83.01/88.12
83.22/88.34
83.21.88.30
83.22/88.35
83.31/88.30
81.43/88.0
83.48/88.47

87.29
87.48
87.53/89.86
87.79/90.12
88.22/90.36
88.31/90.24
88.14/90.23
88.50/90.59
88.33/90.45
88.26/90.50
88.51/90.62

The parser introduced in this paper combines
advantageous properties from the two major
paradigms in data-driven dependency parsing,
in particular worst case quadratic complexity of
transition-based parsing with a swap operation
and the consideration of complete second and
third order factors in the scoring of alternatives.
While previous work using third order factors, cf.
Koo and Collins (2010), was restricted to unlabeled and projective trees, our parser can produce
labeled and non-projective dependency trees.
In contrast to parser stacking, which involves
running two parsers in training and application,
we use only the feature model of a graph-based
parser but not the graph-based parsing algorithm.
This is not only conceptually superior, but makes
training much simpler, since no jackknifing has
to be carried out. Zhang and Clark (2008) proposed a similar combination, without the rescoring procedure. Our implementation allows for the
use of rich feature sets in the combined scoring
functions, and our experimental results show that
the “graph-based” completion model leads to an
increase of between 0.4 (for English) and about
1 percentage points (for Czech). The scores go
beyond the current state of the art results for typologically different languages such as Chinese,
Czech, English, and German. For Czech, English
(Penn2Malt) and German, these are to our knowlege the highest reported scores of a dependency
parser that does not use additional sources of information (such as extra unlabeled training data
for clustering). Note that the efficient techniques
and implementation such as the Hash Kernel, the
incremental calculation of the scores of the completion model, and the parallel feature extraction
as well as the parallelized transition-based parsing strategy play an important role in carrying out
this idea in practice.

Table 3: Labeled Attachment Scores of parsers that
use the data sets of the CoNLL shared task 2009. In
line with previous work, punctuation is included. The
parsers marked with † used a joint model for syntactic
parsing and semantic role labelling. We provide more
parsing results for the languages of CoNLL-X Shared
Task at http://code.google.com/p/mate-tools/.

Parser
(Zhang and Clark, 2008)
(Huang and Sagae, 2010)
(Zhang and Nivre, 2011)
T2ab3abc+

UAS
84.3
85.2
86.0
87.5

LAS

84.4
85.9

Table 4: Chinese Attachment Scores for the conversion of CTB 5 with head rules of Zhang and Clark
(2008). We take the standard split of CTB 5 and use
in line with previous work gold segmentation, POStags and exclude punctuation marks for the evaluation.

of the score. Small and statistically significant improvements provides the additional second order
factor (2b).6 We tried to determine the best third
order factors or set of factors but we cannot denote
such a factor which is the best for all languages.
For German, we obtained a significant improvement with the factor (3b). We believe that this is
due to the flat annotation of PPs in the German
corpus. If we combine all third order factors we
obtain for the Penn2Malt conversion a small improvement of 0.2 percentage points over the results of (2ab). We think that a more deep feature
selection for third order factors may help to improve the actuary further.
In Table 4, we present results on the Chinese
Treebank. To our knowledge, we obtain the best
published results so far.
6
The results of the baseline T compared to T2ab3abc are
statistically significant (p < 0.01).

Conclusion and Future Work
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